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Rehearsing the Choir

Choir Builders After earning his theology degree from Union Seminary in New York. Lloyd Pfautsch (1921-2003) found his true calling in church music. He was invited to Southern Seminary in Kentucky in 1958 to start their graduate program in sacred music and remained there for 34 years. Outside the university, he formed the Dallas Civic Chorus and led it for 25 years. He was nationally known for his conducting and the quality of the musicians he produced as well as for his compositions, many of which are illustrated here with his handwritten notations. This is the first biography of this important figure, and it is told from the viewpoint of a longtime colleague. Full of biographical details, it will appeal to anyone interested in church music. This is the definitive work on one of the most influential American choral musicians of the twentieth century. "The combination of biographical facts, history, and anecdotal accounts makes this work unique. Pfautsch was a powerful choral figure, and many conductors mentored under his guidance."—The Sharp, Executive Director, American Choral Directors Association

Annual Conference of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints

Musical Courier Take the fear out it and strap up to the plate w/ confidence! Whether just starting or continuing an already established choir, this handbook/guide provide a beneficial checklist. Included are a dept. mission statement, forms, letters to parents, warm-ups, rehearsal techniques & a simple fund-raising idea to bring necessary funds to your program. After directing his own choirs for 20 years, Jeff found that his routine was fairly well established. Armed with a truckload of past letters & forms, letters to parents, warm-ups, rehearsal techniques & a simple fund-raising idea to bring necessary funds to your program. The bookfootwork has been done. The strategies have been tested. In yourself a favor and avoid the pitfalls of reinventing the wheel. Use this guide to your advantage. You won't be sorry. Scott Jeffries JavaMusician Publicity

Annual Conference of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Voted for 1898-1905 also include an account of the general conference of the Deseret Sunday School Union.

Cathedral Age Have fun with your choral warm-ups! With this collection of fifty-four inventive and educational songs and exercises, your choir will beg for more. Start with the unison pieces and "build" to the more challenging exercises for 2-part, 3-part or 4-part treble or mixed voices. Use the demonstration CD for quick learning and correct counting, with recording that will assist you to point to the right note at the right time. Natural and interesting, the pieces are thoroughly composable, written by a composer and master teacher, Rollo Dilworth, Choir Builders will prove to be a "fun"amental way of improving and sustaining a quality choral sound with your performance groups.

Choir Boy

Sing at First Sight, Level 1

The American Music Teacher

Les Misérables (A Songbook)

A History of the Choir and Music of Trinity Church, New York The age-old German-chasing-the-Jew tale takes a different turn in this book as the conflicts of World War II are seen through the eyes of a Nazi's young adult son. To Alfonso, it's confusing that while he gets in trouble for bullying at school, his father then turns around and becomes a hero for shooting down German planes. Unknowingly, a boy's bond with a Philly General Admission includes the rights and permissions granted to that specialty in teaching morals. Knowing nothing besides walking in his father's footsteps, Alfonso continues to be the school bully and gets into more trouble. Then one day, he meets someone who has many things he lacks-confidence, a joy in life, faith, and an incredible voice. But there's a glitch. Jacob is a Jew who the bullies lose no chance to torture. Interrupted, Alfonso is torn as he sees Jacob living the kind of life with the peace and hope he wants. He finds himself in a position where an offer is made. If Jacob will agree to stop bullying for the upcoming school choir auditions, Alfonso will agree to stop bullying the other to sing. But it quickly comes to light that much more is at stake than who will get the lead choir boy position, including a budding friendship between the two. If you're looking for some of his many questions are answered, many more come. How will he handle the numerous life-changing conflicts coming his way, including the fact that his new friend is a Jew wanted by the Nazis? Will Alfonso be able to stand up for what's right for the first time in his life? Will he find his voice?

Imperfect Harmony These beautifully haunting 4 madrigals for SATB choir take a dramatic, and psychological journey in the universal emotion of loss in love or death of a loved one. The days start in the morning with nagging sense of longing in the morning, to acceptance in the afternoon, to anger in the evening, and finally hopelessness in the night. A complete set replete with a piano reduction for rehearsal. Composer website: http://www.lacasamadeitamusica.com/josemanuelbehil.pdf The Story of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints

The Seven-day-a-week Church With brilliant insight and engaging description, Schaller reveals the reasons behind the worldwide emergence of Seven-Days-a-Week "megachurches", which are more likely to be inclusive and pluralistic while small churches are more likely to be homogeneous and exclusive. Over one million copies of books written or edited by Schaller are now in print.

The Countess Choir Woman

The Catholic Choir Master

England on Forty Dollars a Day
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Elementary Choir Handbook and Guide

Performing a Mission: Purposes and Meaning in Latter-Day Saint Institute Choir Tours With a world full of many conflicting voices, it’s not always easy to find your own. When you do, you might feel that it is regularly lost in the din of the world. But this is not true. You do have a voice and your contribution is essential to creating a world of genuine harmony. John Jacobson brings you this collection of heartwarming essays and inspirational stories. Not just for music teachers, this book is for all of life’s ears for all of us, so we each can find our very own “place in the choir.” —From publisher’s description.

Choir Boy (Sing with the Choir). The Soglio with the Choir series lets vocalists sing in a choir of professionals, with 4-part arrangements included to suit any voice range. This volume features beloved songs from this ever-popular musical, including: At the End of the Day * Bring Him Home * Castle on a Cloud * Do You Hear the People Sing? * Finale * I Dreamed a Dream * On My Own * One Day More.

To Dew In D Major, Gettingen

London Calling

Illinois Register Vols. for -1905 include also the proceedings of the general conference of the Deseret Sunday School Union.

A Tale in the Day of Heartbreak 4 Medigals for Satch A sequential sight-singing curriculum for all choirs. Each of the six units (containing four lessons each) clearly introduces new music reading concepts, reinforces those concepts with several rhythm and pitch exercises, activates students with helpful hints and challenge exercises, and concludes with fun-filled review games and “Evaluating Your Performance” questions. The helpful “Getting Ready” pages which precede each unit are filled with music fundamentals, and for choirs who have never read music before, an optional “Before We Begin” chapter opens the book. And it’s all neatly laid out in a 9×11-page octavo sized publication; a perfect fit for your students, and their folders. From whole notes to sixteenth-note patterns, seconds to sevenths, key signatures, dynamics, articulations, and tempo markings; it’s all here, and it’s all logically ordered to insure student success! Spend just a few minutes a day with this book and your choir, too, will learn to “Sing at First Sight!” Now available on SearMusic!

Cyprus To-day An examination of the LDS institute culture, combined with stated CES objectives for institutes and institute choirs, reveals that concepts of family, priesthood, and Church mission provide a structure within which institute choir directors perceive others having meaningful experiences related to choir tours.

Lifeline for Children’s Choir Directors Sirotas delivers deeply into the reasons church musicians do their jobs in the face of poor pay and limited opportunities for advancement, offering the reader a pastoral understanding without avoiding the challenging questions that every church musician must consider. She has an uncanny ability to name that which lies at the heart of the sacred artist’s craft. Addressed directly and conversationally to the working musician in church or synagogue and those with whom they work, Sirotas explores issues that are well-chosen for their understanding of “insider’s information” and sensibilities to art, beauty, scripture, and pastoral care. Her personal reflection is balanced with probing questions from someone who’s “been there” and is well-known to multi-denominational church musicians, an as a gifted preacher and writer, a scholar, and a professional performing artist.

Standing in the Doorway of a Day Long Ago

I Saw Eternity the Other Night

A Place in the Choir & repertoire resource textbook for building children’s choirs. Lifeline for Children’s Choir Directors offers extensive repertoire lists as well as perceptive text from one of the foremost experts in the field of children’s choir. A useful tool for school, community and church-based groups.

The Celebration of Mass “In this one-of-a-kind celebration of singing with others, I’d call her pitch nearly perfect.” —The Atlantic For Stacy Horn, regardless of what is going on in the world or her life, singing in an amateur choir—the Choral Society of Grace Church in New York—never fails to take her to a place where hope reigns and everything good is possible. She’s not particularly religious, and her voice is not exceptional (so she says), but like the 32.5 million other chorus members throughout this country, singing makes her happy. Horn brings us along as she sings some of the greatest music humanity has ever produced, delves into the dramatic stories of conductors and composers, unravels the fascinating history of group singing, and explores remarkable discoveries from the new science of singing, including all the unexpected health benefits. Imperfect Harmony is the story of one woman who has found joy and strength in the weekly ritual of singing and in the irresistible power of song.

The Organist and Choirmaster The sound of the choir of King’s College, Cambridge — its voices perfectly blended, its emotions restrained, its impact sublime — has become famous all over the world, and for many, the distillation of a particular kind of Englishness. This is especially so at Christmas time, with the broadcast of the Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols, whose centenary is celebrated this year. How did this small band of men and boys in a famous finland town in England come to sing in the extraordinary way they did in the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries? It has been widely assumed that the King’s style essentially continues an English choral tradition inherited directly from the Middle Ages. In this original and illuminating book, Timothy Day shows that this could hardly be further from the truth. In the 1920s, the sound of King’s was full of high Victorian emotionality, like that at many other English choral foundations well into the twentieth century. The choir’s modern sound was brought about by two intertwined revolutions, one social and one musical. From 1928, singing with the treble in place of the old lay clerks, the choir was fully made up of choral scholars — college men, reading for a degree. Under two exceptional directors of music — Boris Ord from 1929 and David Willcocks from 1958 — the style was transformed and the choir broadcast and recorded until it became the epitome of English choral singing, setting the benchmark for all other choral foundations either to imitate or to react against. Its style has now been taken over and adapted by classical performers who sing both sacred and secular music in secular settings all over the world with a precision inspired by the King’s tradition. I Saw Eternity the Other Night investigates the timbres of voices, the sonification of words, the use of vibrato. But the singing of all human beings, in whatever style, always reflects in profound and subtle ways their preoccupations and attitudes to life. These are the underlying themes explored by this book.
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